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MANAGING FACULTY DESEGP -'TION: THE ROLE AND RESP.L.OUS,

OF PRINIIPALS IN IMPLEMENil.NG A FACULTY C _SEGREGATION/ PL.-1N

The purhos Df this paper is t examine the ision-- ri-ccef.)s

used b'/ selecteq4 arincipal-S as thy -implemented r. ,.. 1977 Lacql!

lion plar of the Thicago Public S- pools. We wer interested s,pec.`ically

in the e=rects the mandated plam on the deci' on makinc beh,. jr o'

the principal building. Due to the nature. the C;,'ca,t1

each principal forced to- confront such admir -at vc, -,J7-1,,Tuer es

as the loss of inured faculty, the introductioi, of 7 o t 'aculr.

the s..oe,r-visi in.Diuntarily assigned but c(perielcec t'a,j''y, and

conflict c d and new faculty. Our goal was urade- A .:-Iter

how the 'inc wiori-ed within the constraints impo- Jpon ni7o vie

desegreq, on il.an. Or, to look at our goals afiothe- did the print. ipa

have the .ces ary Jiscretion to implement th= plan fully ,n

buildinc o mixture of freedom and constraints w ohicb he

princip, -_ts re the focus of our work.

As .._r zo. Professor Crowson and Morris inc:itecf in their

paper, il as r_ our so.e intention to focus upon tr.:, prolem qf

implementiim 01,-1 :..ricago desegregation plan at the b ildi IL

seems that we becdn our study at the same time that the C 1L:as IA.

integration plat ,,as initiated. Thus the handling of the

principals becale an area of natural focus a5 we collected out? T t-t

was, however, j_ one of the areas of focus as we used an c7h

methodology to orove our understanding of the principal's rc.

In order to n-)vide the necessary background to fully under

problems faced ty Enicago principals as they were asked to 'rapier,.
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faculty desegrec,:ior plan, wt.- 0111 present an historical summary of the

very complex pla-1. 4.e will ti,on outline the specific policies of the

plan which the p- ricipals in tie system were asked to implement. Finally

we will shay. exales from'our data which help explain what principals

did when facet w :h specific pclicies to implement.

17-evelmment of the Desegregation Plan

Or July 9, 1969, Chicago Board of Education President, Frank Whiston

and Stoerintendent of Schools, James Redmond, each received the following

ultimat-m frm1 th(-: U.S. Attorney General's Office.

Dea- Mr. Whiston and Dr. Redmond:

The Attorney General has received complaints in writing

from Negro parents living in Chicago, Illinois complaining

that their childr,n have been deprived of the equal pro-

tection of the laws, on account of race, in the operation of

the public school' of that city.
.

In accordance with our responsibilities under Title IV

of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, we have completed an

examination of the Chicago Board's policies and practices of

faculty and staff assignments.
. . This examination compels

the conclusion that the school system's practices with respect

to the assignment and transfer of faculty has had the effect.

of denying to Negro students the equal protection of the laws

in violation of the Civil Right Act of 1964 and the Fourteenth

Amendment to the U.S. Constitution.
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We are writing this utter to advise you of the results of

our examination of the facts and to provide you with an opportunity

to take appropriate steps to eliminate voluntarily the racially

discriminatory practices we found in the operation of your

school system. .

Thomas A. Foran
United States Attorney
North--rn District of

Sincerely,

Jerris Leonard
Assistant Attorney General
Civil Rights Division

This ultimatum came as no real surprise.to Whiston, Redmond or the

Chicago School Board, bur._ it Was clear that they had a major controversy

Dri their hands which, if not properly handled,was certain to lead to

embarrassing lawsuits and loss of federal funds. Furthermore, it could

conceivably trigger another teacher strike and possibly cause a total

collapse of public education in Chicago.

Until the Justice Department ordered the Chicago Public Schools to

desegregate its faculties no big-city school administration had ever

taken a public stand on this issue. Most administrators had been avoiding

leadership responsibilities in this vital area, just as they had in the

area of student desegregation. Redmond decided to take a stand. His

first action was to issue a statement denying the government's allega-

tions. He put it this way:

We have never practiced segregation of faculty in Chicago, bu.t

we have permitted senority choice of schools by our teachers. Race

has never been a basis for assignment or transfer it Chicago.



reacher transfer policy in t h., cchool ba- e_c en i or i ty , had

non traditional through a Yong-st :nd ing ;r,-_-etnent w `ie Teachers

Unir Trans fer policy consisted of

(1) the privilege for new t. ler t se]: &loci anywhere

there was an opening, ar

) the prerogative to 3-eque transIe- 'ire months in a

school.

;is procedure created a system whi (A. ea. ;at; -s -..eho often

in an inner-city, black school _culd tF cut to

ments -hat were more desirable. =s r .n C :lave veteran

teach rs (black or white) a chance to wr it c ose to their

Yjme..

ise of this teacher assignment prn:_- _=dure , lead. to real

ty segregat ion. In 1966, 35 percer.-__ of "_'#)- .chools had

ntegrated faculties. In 1967, the fic,4!--e root tc J3 cent but in 1968

dr(Dpped back to 40 percent. These fltzures -+ere b ec on a definition

tegrat ion in which 10 percent hit no i th- 90 percent

thrt! teachers are white. The fo 1 lowyr- tabi shows the faculty racial

e of a I I Chicago schools from 19-,:z. '3.

Percent of of school s
White Teachers

100

90-99

I0 -90

1.-10

0

1966 Ic.7 1968

292 2J9 214

65 95 611

217 :750 238

34 3i 70

. 15 10 12
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These figures we n of'cour. critical to the Justice D.,-_-.-ortment

ir 1969 when it prese,ited its ultimatum to the Bc;ard. But is spite of

these facts, there was '-eason to believe that much of this gownment

action was politicall / !lativated from the White4 use. Redman-IL in fact,

let it be known publi_l that he resented what h abeled "b ar,

harassment from the f, !rat' government." edmc rointed out t press

that back in 1965 ther was a threat by tne 3r7.77ment of Hea.7h

Echl;:ation and Welfare o withhold funds Thicago scho,:.HI; Mr a

similar reason. .A crisis was averted in by the intervn.nn,of

Mayor Richard J. Daley. who prevailed up_ Pr, ident Lyndon John, )n to

order his Commissioner of Education to r 3ecause Mayor C 's

influence in Washington had evaporated such simple ion

was h:AN, poSsible.

Furthermore, Redm d and many Boar< suspected that -esident

Richard Nixon might be using the Chicag, itimi,:um to begin a c-an bai gn to

staKe out new ground it the broad field civi rights enforcent.

Some astute political observers noted t-7...t just prior to the CFicago

confrontation, Nixon hEd ordered what appeared to be a slowdown in school

desegregation in the SLuth. Liberal critics, like New York Times columnist

James Reston, had char_.ed the administration with a "wavering commitment"

to civil rights as a result of this st..:.:mingly abortive desegregation

action. Because the Chicago ultimatum was issued on the same day as a

similar Georgia order, some felt that the President was now trying to

dispel the notion that he might be tolerant of delay in school integration

cases.



Whatever the politics of thr ..ituation, the fact remained that the.

Board ad to move ahead aggressively in preparing an answer to the JustiCe

Depart -ant. The Board was in a difficult position with the federal

goverment pushing it one way and the Union, the black community and

specia interest groups pushing it in other directions. The Union was

partic any vocal at this time. In fact the Urion went on record with

its r3( *.ion that teacher transfer is a sacred richt and it must not be

tampeiE,o1 with. Furthermore the Union placed the blame for faculty

segrec..71:ion squarely on the board by reminding the Board that it presently

had in effect a policy which allowed it to achieve integration of the

type r wd being called for by the Justice Department.

!ideed the Board did have a policy giving it the power to appoint

10 pe-cent of the teachers in each school. The Board had simply not used

this ;over to achieve integration of school faculties. In practice, the\

provi=ion would have allowed the Board to assign, to any individual

schoo , teachers selected because their backgrounds and training represented

a culture different from the majority of the children in the school.

If the Board had implemented this policy, the Union claimed that there

would by 1969 have been very few schools with all-white faculties.

It is instructive today to note the arguments presented in 1969 by

the Board in defense of its nct enforcing the 10 percent policy. The

Board offered many reasons including (1) housing patterns, which found

teachers opposed to transfer-to avoid long commuting trips, (2) racial

isolation, which caused teachers to lack experience and Ii,nowledge of

unfamiliar cultures, (3) black consciousness, which caused many black

teachers to consider the act of transferring to be "deserting the black

8



cause," (4) riots, demonstrations bOycotts which :ded to reduce progress

toward integration, and (5) the Illinois 'chool Cot vn.ich outlawed the

consideration of race in teacher assign ent. Imp) n the Justice

Department ultimatum' was an order to the Board to 5..Jm.±..now overcome all

of these obstacles so as to provide an equal educaLintr.,=1 opportunity for

all children.

The fact remained that the school faculties ,,ere segregated and the

Board was expected to respond to the Justice Depar:ment within two weeks

of the ultimatum. After considerable public debate about the role of the

Union in the negotiations and after a great deal of conjecture in the

press, the Board adopted a fifteen point plande-a.luned by Dr. Redmond which

included a plan which would require the federal rovernment to share in

the cost of disestablishing the segregated pattern of faculty assignments.

The major features of the plan were (1) to limit faculties in every school

to 85 percent of any one race, (2) to change the transfer policy so that

a teacher could apply within one year (rather than five months1 and not

until he had taught for two years in the system (rather than one) and

(3) to ensure that experienced teachers enter the inner-city schools by

offering additional pay as an incentive. The response to this plan by

the Justice Department received in December 1969, was a shattering set-

back for the Board. The entire plan was rejected. It was felt in Chicago

that the federal government was wrongly interfering in local control of

the schools but that some alternative still had to be found to resolve

the faculty desegregation issue.

Between December 1969 and late 1974, the Chicago Board worked with

HEW and the Justice Department'to develop a plan that would bring the

9
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Chicago Public Schools into cowl; ince with the Civil,Rights Act. But no

plan emerged. Thus in DeceMber, 1974, HEW informed the Board that a com-

prehensive compliance review would be made. By October 1975, it was

clear that HEW was not going to be satisfied that the Chicago Schools

were in compliance. HEW sent a letter to the Board announcing the

following preliminary findings:

1. Faculties are assigned to schools attended by predominantly

minority and nonminority group students in a way that con-

firms the racial identifiability of those schools,

2. minority group students have been denied equal educational

opportunities, in that less qualified teachers have been

disproportionately assigned to predominately minority group

schools, and

3. equally effective educational services are not provided to

1

national origin minority students.

The Board was given 60.days to respond with a new plan setting forth the

remedial steps- which will be taken to comply with Title VI of the Civil

Rights Act. This latest request for a plan seemed to provide the needed

impetus to get this matter settled once and for all. During the next

four months the plan, which was to be implemented in September, 1977

began to take shape. In February, 1976 the Board adopted a plan to

integrate faculties which was to ensure that by September 1977, at least

80 to 85 percent of the schools would have had faculties between 30 and

70 percent white or minority. The following procedures were to have
\

been established to carry out this goal: (1) assignment of all new teachers

with regular or temporary certificates to schools in such a way that the

10
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nonminority-minority ratio of the staffs would be enhanced or maintained,

and (2) appointment of all teachers whose classifications changed from

temporary certified teacher to regular certified teacher in such a way

that the nonminority-minority ratio of the staff would be enhanced or

maintained.

In addition to these compulsory components of the February, 1976

plan, there was also a voluntary transfer idea introduced in which

teachers would be encouraged to change schools to aid integration.

The entire plan of February, 1976, including the voluntary component

was found by HEW to be unacceptable. For this reason in April, 1976, HEW

initiated administrative proceedings against the Board of Education for

alleged non-compliance with Title VI of the Civil Rights Act. Anadministrative

judge was appointed to preside at a full hearing. The Boa-rd became quite

concerned and appointed a special committee to work with the Superintendent

to develop a plan which would be adequate to avoid a court process. By

January, 1977, after working effectively with the teachers Union and the

ChicagoPrincipals Association, the Board committee developed a plan it

felt would be satisfactory to the administrative judge. The plan was

designed to integrate faculties by September, 1977 in a way which would

ensure that each school (1) would be between 35 and
, percent minority,

(2) would have the same percentage of teachers with five or more years

experience and (3) would have the same level of educational training.

But the judge was still not satisfied with items one and three. He was

satisfied, however, that the Board could implement the experience plan.

A special consultant was brought in to continue the refinement of the plan

By May, 1977 the Chicago Board was able to adopt a plan for implementation

of the provisions of Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 that seemed

11
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IO include all of the components ,,ight by the jgdge. In any event, it

was decided by the Board to implement a plan involving the transfer of

approximately 1,300 teachers by September, 1977. The exact policy and.,

the implementation procedures for this plan are 'outlined in the next

section of this paperA,

Policies and Implementation Procedures of the Plan

The role of the principal in the implementation of the 1977 faculty

desegregation policy is the focus-of this paper. Before the principal's
sv;// .1-he vwc.,.1/6 lothfj a 'id

role is analyzed
A
describe, step by step, the procedures used by the

Board to implement the policy.

The Policy. The basic policy adopted by the Board in May, 1977 was

outlined briefly above. Following is the official wording of the policy

goals:

c

4 1-,/f '511 if /1

To integrate the facul'

by September, 1977

Chicago Public Schools so that

(1) The racial /ethnic compc..ition in each school will be

(a) no more than 65 percent nonminority and no less than

40 percent minority or (b) no more than 60 percent

minority and no les,s than 35 percent minority.

(2) The percentage of experienced teachers in each school

will be betWeen plus or minus 12 percent of the system-

wide percentage of experienced teachers for each school

type.



(3). The range of edit, ii ional training of each faculty will

be substantially the same as exists in the system as a

whole,

of eve rame
In practice the goal of equal distribution end training was easier

to achieve throughout the system than was the racial goal. But each of

these three factors was taken into consideration as procedures were

developed to implement the policy. The Board. was keenly aware and included

in each/of its public statements that education quality would not safer

as a result of the teacher rediStribution. Effort was made to assure

the public that no teacher was being assigned to a position for which 'he

was not qualified.

Special considerabion was given in the transfer policy to teachers

55 years or older. These teachers would be asked to transfer only if a

school could not be brought into compliance without their moving. Also

teachers. in special programs were not.moved unless appropriately qualified

staff were available to maintain the quality of the programs.

Implementation Procedures.' The policy goals were made public in

May, 1977 but it was not until mid7June that actual procedures were

developed to implement the faculty desegregation plan. Much anxiety built

up, of course, as teachers waited to see if they would be transferred.

For this reason the role of the principal became very important. 'He was

the representative of the Board of Education closest to the teachers.an'd

the responsibili-ty was placed directly upon him to carry out the notifica-
N\,

tion ot teachers who'were to be'reassigned. But before we discuss how

the principal was involved,

will be presented.

bri description of the selection procedure

13



..-----.rational system was creat(,1 to group teachers into categories from

which eventual selection for transfer would be made. Each teacher Was
:fret:fed hy ;

9 "earibr:

(1) Status (regular certified or non-certified but full-time)

(2) Race (minority or non-minority)

(3) Seniority (Experienced was considered to be over.five y /ars

and teachers were grouped in five year intervals)

(4) training level.
/

After each teacher was grouped by these categories, he was assigned a

random number within each level of seniority. Selection was.made randomly

by seniority group.

After selection of teachers was made, those chosen to move were

matched on the basis of race, experience, type of certification, job

function distance from original school, and training. At this point,

teachers were assigned new schoolS with the aid of a computer.

On June 14-15, 1977, 1,q06 teachers were advised that they would

be'reassigned for the term beginning September, 1977. It was at this step

of the procedure that the principal become prominent. The principals

received a letter from the General Superintendent, Dr. Joseph Hannon,

which said in part:

You are requested to presonally present (the enclosed) sealed

envelope to/each teacher who is to be transferred out, with as

much priva6, and individual attention as it is-possible to provide

within your school day schedule. Please remember the teachers

who have not been selected for transfer are equally anxious, and

after your official notification to those transferred, it will

1_4
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be necessary for you to i.dorm all the teachers that notification

has been completed. It will not be an easy task, but our teachers

will need all the support you and all the members of the adminis-

trative staff provide, now and throughout the next several months.

This is the first step which we must take and it must be done

as gently as possible.

Members of the staff.and I wish to thank you for your help,

for yobr understanding, and for your patience throughout a very

difficult project for our school system. We will be available to

assist you and all your teachers. . . in the finalization of the

necessary teacher movement for September. You have our continued

support and I wish you well during the next several days.

The tone of this,letter from-Superintendent Hannon reveals the

extreme delicacy of the announcement of the reassignment ofteachers

during June of 1977. it was also clear from this letter that the .

Superintendent realized that the principa) was a key individual to the

success of the desegregation program. The letter to the teachers was,

in contrast, much more formal and did not seem to convey the same sense

of appreciation as did the letter, to the principals. Following are

some excerpts from the letter to teachers from Dr. Hannon:

On MaY125, 1977, the Board of Education of the City of

Chicago adopted a -plan. to further implement the provisions of

Title VI of the Civil Rights PAN. of 1964/.

Basic to this plan is the selection, and notification of the

teachers who are to be transferred to integrate our faculties in

accordance with the compliance goals. . . These teachers will

1.
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participate on a very dir .rt and personal basis in th. implementa-

tion of the plan and through reassignment will bring lo an end

an issue which has created confusion, misunderstanding, and

anxiety in our schools and in our city.

In accordance with the procedures contained in the plan, you

are hereby officially informed that you have been selected for

reassignment. Your new assignment is indicated on the attached

form. . Please indicate receipt of this notLfication by

completing the form and returning it to your principal before the

end of school on June 16, 1977.
. You have our best wishes

in your new assignment. You also have my sincere hope that you

will derive many additional years of professional and personal

satisfaction from your career in the Chicago Public Schools.

It is clear when contrasting the two letters from Superintendent

Hannon, that the 'principals were, in his mind, given ,a very sensitive

task to complete. The way in which this was done will be discussed

further in the next section of this paper.

As it turned out, the transfer orders to the 1,706 teachers' did not

accomplish the faculty desegregation goals upon which the Board had agreed.

It was. clear that the schools were not going_to b iin compliance for a

number of reasons including computer error, perso al hardship afspea-l-s. and

program, needs. D\ata indicated that the system would be only 70 percent .

in compliance if further action were not taken td-reassign additional

I .

. _

teachers prior to September, '1977. Cf the -total' of 1,706 people reassigned;

almost one half (826) filed appeals.

16
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Appeals were permitted for ti- three reasons mentioned above, namely,

personal hardship, error, and program need. Guidelines and procbeiures

for the appeal process were worked out prior to the announcement of

reassignments and were, in fact, included with the reassignment letter

of June 15, 1977. The large number of appeals by teachers was anticipated.

For this reason a committee plan was created to hear the appeals. The

personal hardship appeals procedure will be described followed by the program

appeal procedure.

The faculty desegregation policy adopted by the Board in May, 1977

provided for a formal review processlor personal hardship. A review

committee was established to hear and decide appeals. This Committee was

called the Personal Hardship Committee and consisted of eight members,
.:

four appointed by the Chicago Teachers Union and four appointed by the

11- Superintendent. Appeals for hardship were initiated directly to the com-

Mittee and were expected to deal with physical handicap or a unique

personal situation. The Committee was allowed to develop its own criteria

for hearing and reviewing cases. It was able to act autonomously with

its decisions being final.

It is evident that the principal has been deliberately bypassed in

the personal-hardship appeal process. This has been done to prevent the

Rrincipal's bias from influencing the Committee. But, in the program

needs appeal process, the principal's role is crucial. The-success of

the plan depends on the principal's ability to determine whether the

integrity of a program is jeopordy as a result of reassignments of

key teachers. The entire facufty desegregation plan is based on the

assumption that qualtiy of programs will not be sacrificed.
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When the principal senses th a a program is in danger the appeal

procedure requires that the matter first be discussed with the local

district superintendent. If the principal feels that the transfer of a

teacher selected under the desegregation plan would result in the closing

04
of a program the elimination of services, an appeal may be made to the

Special Monit ng Committee established under the plan. To fully

inform the Committee, the principal is expected to provide a detailed

explanation of his case. In the case of program appeals, the Committee's

decision is not final. The district superintendent has the final say.

The final area for appeal is data error such astan inaccurate

position,number, or incorrect race. The principal is expected to complete

the necessary paper work to correct the error. The appeal form is routed

through the district superintendent to the Special Monitoring Committee.

The:district superintendent has the authori.ty to overrule the Committee,

if necessary,in cases where -a 4mination of'error is being made\...

It was stated earlier that 826 teachers appealed their reassignments.

Among these 856 people, there were 984 appe'als. Ajotal of 487 were based

on personal hardship, 257 on data error, and 240 on program need. Ater

all appeals were heard, 349 were granted with 107 in the personal hardship

category, 123 errors and 119 rejuted to program need. Due to the reduction

in numbers of teachers reassigned because of appeals, 57 teachers no longer

had a match so they were returned to their Original schools. After sub-

tracting all of the approved appeals and the teachers returned, the final

figures show that 1,300 teachers were transferred..
10

The 1,300 teachers were not, however, sufficient to bring all of the

schools into compliance by September, 1977. It was, therefore, necessary,
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in August, to ask 452 additional teachers to move to new schools. This

new o1212 was afforded the same appeal courtesy given the original group

of t &achers. A total of approximately 1,600 teachers were reassigned

prior to September 1977.

The reassignment of teachers ih September, 1977 brought 96 percent

of\Chicago's schools within compliance on the racial:composition

criterion. That is, 96 percent of the schools had between 30 and 65 per-

cent minority teachers. In the experience category.98.3 percent of the

schools had faculties within 2 percentage points of the city-wide experience

average. Finally, 84.9 percent of the schoolSwere' 4i thin 15 percent of

the city-wide average on training level.

*Followingthe reassignment of teachers in 1977, it became necessary

for the Board to establiSh policy to maintain the faculty desegregation

at its present level. Thus plans were made regarding future assignments,

.fil ing of vacancies and transfers. The transfer category is the only

one which involves the school principal so It will be described more

fully here.

It was clear that therransfer plan in Operation for many years and

written into the Board agreement with the Chicago Teaschers Union would ,

no longer be valid. Thus\a new policy was proposed which specified that

assignmenIs would be. made ¶rom a transfer listeonly if, (.1) such transfer

improves the receiving scholtil's percentage of minority teachers and non-

minority teachers in relation to the city -wide average and (2) such

transfer allows the sending school to remain within compliance. The

important feature of this policy is ,that recruitment for the purpose of

\*
faculty desegregation-would..be encouraged. ..A program was established

19
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(:) to identify teachers willing to trar rer, (2) to encourage these

teachers to visit prospective schools sc that they can talk to the

principals prior to accepting transfer aid (3) to permit principals

to visit teachers willing to transfer. Through implementation of this

policy, integration is enhanced white at the same time the principal has

a chance to improve the quality of instruction in his school.

Summary of the Principals Access to the Faculty Desegregation Process During

the 1977 Implementation Period.

The principal had access to the desegregation process at several

crucial points. They were:

1. Notification of teachers

2. Appeal procedure (Program reeds and data error cases only)

3. Maintenance of teacher disiribution (recruitment of teachers)

Examples from the Research Data

I. Notification of Teachers

the Fall of 1977 a research team from the University of Illinois

at Chicago Circle began observations of seven school principals. Each

subject was accompanied by a researcher as they accomplished their daily

tasks in school, 'at administrative meetings and at community events.

Problems related to implementing. the faculty desegregation plan,.there-

fi,re, were observed within the larger context of the.school day. The

eaamples reported' here were abserved and recorded in this manner. As such
l___

they do not represent a systematic sampling of:evgnts, but they do reveal

some of the unanticipated consequences that implementing the desegregation
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plan introduced into school administration. The perspective presented

hee is that of the building principal. The principal is the linking

administrator between the teaching staff and the central bureaucracy.

The problems. encountered by the principals are inherent to the diffi-

culties. in translating policy from written instructions to school opera-

tions.

Our researchers were not yet on site when the first faculty group

was informed that they would be assigned to new schools to create a

racially balanced faculty in all sehools. It was soon obvious to us,

however, that many faculty refused to accept their new assignments, or

failed to remain at their new school for very long. As one principal

explained, they were "just not able to make the adjustment." At one

school which drew Students from a black population and housing project,

two of thirteen-white teachers refused to accept their assignment. Of

the eleven who agreed to come to the new school, four had left the

school by mid-year. One had taken a leave of absence to travel, one nad

returned to school full time -,'one had left teaching to go into business,

and one took a leave of absence because of illness. In another school

located in a white community, 16 black teachers remained in the school

by mid-year out of 21, who were originally transferred. Those who left

had either resigned, transferred to another school or taken a leave of

;absence. When teachers were on leave their position was not declared

vacant for a laeriod of five months. Principals had to find substitute

teachers to replace them. Most often-these interim positions were filled
r

by Full Time Basis substitutes (FTBs). Many FTBs remained in,these
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positions after a vacancy was declared. During the Fall of 1977 it was

decided to replace these FTBs with permanently assigned teachers on the

basis of seniority. Many fully qualified teachers were unassigned and

or lists for priority assignment. The FTBs were replaced by teachers

from these lists. Assignments were to consider race in order to enhance

the integration of faculty. The FTBs who were bumped in this manner

were either able to bump other FTBs in the school system who had less

seniority, or Became day-to-day substitute teachers.

These circumstances of faculty assignment generated much uncertainty
;

among faculty throughout the school system. Permanent teachers Who had

been transferred to schools where they refused to go or where they did

not want to remain began to look for other openings within the systuri.

The initial transfer became a "stop-over" transfer for :these teachers.

FTBs throughout the system fe4red that they would Tose their position

to either a permanent teacher or to another FTB with more seniority.

Principals were observed to get daily phone inquiries from teachers seek-

ing positions in the system.: All faculty assignments had to be within

racial guide:Ines so principals spoke of openings for a "white math

tf._;,..her" or a "black special education" teacher.. 1

Some of the situations that were observed over the school year

point out the organizational dynamics of these policies. One principal

had an undeclared vacancy in the business department because the black

teacher who was transferred to the school refused the assignment. The

vacancy was filled for several months by a black FTB. Then the FTB

was bumped by a black teacher who.had appealed his original transfer,



won the appeal, and took the assignment in this school. Some teachers

who were not pleased with their transfer found assignments in special

programs 'connected with district offices or the central administration.

One black teacher accepted his transfer, then was re-assigned to a special

curriculum project in th

10
strict. He retained priority rights to be

re-assigned to the school position should the special assignment terminate.

Teachers who were bumped from their positions complained that they received

little help from the personnel office in finding new positions.

Every FIB in the system was aware that they were likely to be bumped.

Some who were also on the priority lists hoped to get permanently assigned

to their current positons. Principals were eager to have some FTBs perma-

nently assigned and were hoping to see others go. They conversed frequently

with persons from the personnel office trying to strike bargainsabout

who would stay and who would leave. Because assignments were based on

the system wide seniority system, the 'principals were unable to inform

their teachers of their seniority rank. They had to await notification

from the central office as to whO would bebumped. It wa\s not likely

that the principals would know the teacher. who would assume the position.

It was difficult for the principals to find out about their new staff

members, because the personnel records were kept downtown instead of in

the-schools. Principals were observed to call the new teacher's previous

principal and to contact 'the downtown office to obtain information about

the new staff. Principals voiced objections to receiving teachers that

,they felt were weak or troublesome. They were also Frustrated when unable

to get_ accurate information about the, new staff. One principal began to
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suspect that his school was being use
\

d as a "dumping ground" for trouble-

some teachers. He told the personnel' officer, You are my counselor.

You are supposed to know what's going on and to help me deal with these

assignments." The officer responded, "1 know nothing, They just put

these things on my desk and I have to handle it. I do my best to convey

their feelings (about the assignment) to you." The principal reiterated,

"Your job is to give me as much information as possible on these assign-

ments." The officer replied, "Look, I just do it. These things come

to me, and that's what I have to do. The thing is that I don't know any-

thing more about these things than you do. I do not know either the receiv-

ing or sending principal. When a teacher has a problem, there is no dia-

logue, no information given to me. I am just told to handle it." The

principal insists, "Weill can't let my school go down the drain, All

these transfers to my school are not good. Now when it comes to someone

like Emma Reynolds, I want her. But I need to know more about these

others."

When assignments were made, they were often on a last minute basis.

Teachers were told on Friday to report to a new school on,Monday. Other

teachers were told on Friday that they were out of a job as of Monday.

The principals let tlhe personnel officers know what they wanted, but had

no confidence that their wishes would be considered. It was /he people

"downtown" who were making the decisions. The principals could plead

with their personnel officers, but they had no control over the place--
ments. They co/uld neither put their teachers' minds at rest with reas-

surances.-that they would be staying,.nor tell weak teachers that they

would be leaving if they did not shape up.
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Some teachers spent weeks unsure whether their position was-secure.

One teacher was told that she was "borderline" and that she might be

bumped, or she might not. Then, after weeks of worry, she was told that

she had been bumped. Then the teacher who was permanently assigned to

her position refused the assignment, so she was allowed to stay on--at

least for a while.

This uncertainty was particularly difficult on young teachers, early

in their careers who were trying to break into teaching. The story of

one young male illustrates the hardship. He was a white FTB teaching

high school social studies in a black school'. He was also coaching basket-

ball and had made a considerable personal investment in the team. He

was told on a Friday that'he was being bumped, but that he was re-assigned

to an elementary school in a black community because he had seniority

over another FTB who was in that elementary school. The principal of

the high school described him as "absolutely broken-hearled about this

transfer. He took it very hard. He came to see me and cried and cried.

He was terribly upset." the principal explained that h 'hated to lose

him, but that his only hope was that the person who was bumping him would

not accept the assignment. Although the transfer did go through, he was

allowed to say on as coach for the rest of the season. Later on he

spoke with the principal again at a dance for the basketball team. He

described his new school in the following way. He said that the school he

is in is in an all black community and that most of the white teachers
ti

live on the other side of the city.. When they are assigned to the school

they "take one look at the situation, and then leave. They just don't

know how to handle a situation thk is. that different culturalJy than
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what they already know." He felt that his previous experience with black

students prepared him for any position in either a white or black community.

These other teachers are not as flexible. In a general sense, the uncertain-

ties surrounding placement within the System are most problematic for the

young teacher. Those who are-not flexible and able to adapt to differe t

cultures are finding it difficult to find placement in the school system.

Early in 1978 it was announced that there would be a second "go-ouna"

of integration transfers. The new group would be voluntary transfers.

Teachers could request transfers as long as they had a performance rating

of three or above on a five point scale, and as long as thelr current

school was in compliance with racial guidelines. The principals who were

not in compliance Were in the position of explaining to teachers seeking

transfers why they could not have them. Several principals were observed

to carefully scrutinize teachers that had been assigned to their schools

under the plan. They intended to take full advantage of their right to

turn them down. One principal explained that out of five white teachers

who were assigned to her school, only two came. One of the five refused

the position from the start. Two others refused the positon after an inter-

view with the principal. The principal explained during the interview

what was expected of them. They were. told that they would hand in iesson

)

plans, prepare behavioral 'objectives and follow the continuous progress

curriculum of the Board of Education. The principal said that he "quizzed

them about their knowledge about continuous progress and found out that

they didn't know anything about it." The interview dissuaded them from

accepting the position, Two other teachers accepted the assignment. The
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,

principal described the interview with one of them in the following way:

She is a white female who wanted the job very much,

She is not somebody who is testing the system, but

5he is eager,to do a good job. On records day she came

and visited with me, and she went and talked with other

teachers and spent time with them. Then she went and

spent time with the class that she was going to take

over and everything seemed to work out well. I expect

the woman to work out. I like her attitude and her

willingness to work hard. In a school like mine (serves

a black community) I can do without missionaries. This

woman has the desire to do well, but is not motivated by

a missionary goal.

Other principals 'turned down teachers who were assigned to their schools.

They were careful, however, to document the reasons for the rejection by

visiting the teacher and watching them in the classroom first. They

wanted to base the, rejection on their observations of their teaching

quality in order to avoid charges that they rejected teachers on the basis

of race.

II. Appeal Procedure

The principals' role in the appeals procedure was minimal, but the

lengthy nature of the process' created situations that the principals had

to deal wi=th. The rumor that some teachers were appealing and hoped to

return made it difficult for their replacements to gain acceptance in some

circumstances. Even long after the appeals process was over, principals

had to respond to rumors that certain, favorite teachers who were trans-
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ferred would return. Because so many teachers, black and white, who

were.transferred failed to win their appeal, those who did win were seen

as recipients of special treatment and this create-I jealousy. One newly

assigned principal told his assistant principal that they would receive

a teacher who had won an appeal based on hardship, The teacher, who was

black, claimed that it was too great a hardship to drive from her home

on the south side to'a school at the opposite end of the city. So she

was being reassigned to a south side school that served a white community.

She was bumping an FTB who had been assigned when the original teacher

appealed his transfer. He had appealed on the basis of the hardship a

long commute, but his grievance had been denied. The explanation of why

the original teacher's appeal was denied whereas the new teacher's was

successful never reached the school. ,

The relationships among returning faculty and the new staff were

sometimes strained. In one school the music teacher, who had been at

the school for years and was near retirement, was transferred to another

school. He appealed and took a leave of absence during the appeal process.

In the meantime, the principal found a young, energetic male to take his

place. Soon the students and community were won over by the substitute.

The original teacher then won the appeal and returned to the school to

resume his old position. The principal felt badly about the young man,

and kept 'm on as a day-to-day substitute. The young man kept the

junior orchestra, and the older one took over the rest of the instrument

program. The young man continued to enjoy great popularity among the

students and the older one became jealous. Finally, in the spring the

older one announced that he was retiring from teaching. He left a few
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weeks later and was replaced by another music teacher. The new teac

assumed the position with great enthusiasm, immediately-staying after

school and coming early to prepare the students for graduation and other

end of the year performances. The students, however, were angry. They

had expected that the young man would become the music teacher after the

older one retired. They resented the new music teacher. The students

were white, the young man was white and the new music teacher was black.

The principal stepped in to make peace among the students and the teachers.

The principal was observed in two conferences with student, leaders

from the music program. He told them that the new teacher was assigned

because the Board of Education works according to 4 seniority system

and that "with the Board of Education, seniority talks." He explained

that the new teacher has "legal rights and a superior rating" from his

previous position. Furthermore, he is_black and the school is short

blacks on the faculty. He asked the students to "give him a chance and

work with him." He tried to get the students to sympathize with the new

man's position. He said, "It hurts to be rejected off the cat. You are

lucky to get this man: He has got a good record. He's got the seniority

that the system requires so give him a chance." The students could

sympathize with the new man, but they wanted the young one as their music
.5'

teacher. They expressed their hope that if they took their case to the

Board of Education, they might win the position for their favorite. The

principal cautioned them against this plan. "If you draw the spotlight

to Mr. M., the Board of Education may call him down for reassignment.

You may not get the result you have in mind by creating a lot of publicity."

And then he tried, again, to generate sympathy for the new man. He said,
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"Consider this man. He used to be at Carter High School and now he's

been uprooted and he's here." The students agreed to talk with the other

students about giving the new man a CliaNe.

Later a girl from the music program came o talk -with the principal.

She told him that it was hard having to adjust to so many new teachers

this year. He expressed sympathy, but said that the students have no

choice except to adjust. He said that no school has had a stable faculty

this year. He explained again about seniority and the fact that the new

teacher has a right to the position. She agreed to be helpful and support

the new teacher.

While many teachers waited for the appeals procedure to\,take its

course, others tried to get around the transfers through other means.

Sometimes a principal would unknowingly become caught in the maneuverings

of the teachers. One such case involved two white male teachers who were

part of the original transfer group. One /11;led north and was transferred

I

to a black school on the south side. The other lived south and was trans-

ferred to a black school near the city's center. They appealed their trans-

i

fer on the basis of hardship (ie to the long commute and lost,, But they

did not give up. They found one another and hatched a plan to, switch)

positions. In this way they could enhance integratlon,'but closer to home.

They approached their principals to make the switch. The principal3 agreed,

but were not aware of the history of the appeal. Their district superinten-
'

dents approved the switch, as it did not conflict with racial guidelines
-

/

and the principa,15 were willing. Because the principals were aware that

there were long delays in paperwork due to the volume of reassignments, //

(they allowed the switch to take place before'the paperwork caught up.

\\\
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Each teacher took up their new assignment. The principals were pleased,

both men were good teachers. Then came the shock, the transfer was denied.

The principal was called to discuss the situation with one of the central

administrators who told her'that she would have to see the director of

personnel. "Why?" the principal asked, "Thf'S is a routine transfer and

it falls within racial guidelines." Principals have always had the right

to arrange such transfers. The administrator's cryptic comment was the

principal's first hint that there was a history to this situation. He

said, "Yes, if they would change their names, it would be easier." For

some reason the switch was stopped when the names were identified. Tech-

n tally, the principals could be in a lot of trouble,for switching personnel

before obtaining approval by the department of personnel.

%.
Even routine personnel metters had come under the shadow of the- faculty

integration plan. Some principals became more cautious about personnel

matters. They were observed to accept the directives of the'personnel

department as "fate" and take on the role of "messenger" through whom

the decisions from "higher up" were passed. Others kept testing the system,

searching for new loopholes that would let them have 'a hand in the selection

and retention of their faculty.

III. Maintenance of Teacher Distribution

In order to give, the Principals time to adjust without penalty, trans-

ferred teachers were protected from low ratings by.their supervisors during

the first year. Nevertheless, complaints from students, parents or other

faculty about the transfer teachers could make their positions uncomfortable

and their reputations suffer. The principals were anxious for the transfer

teachers to adjust to the routines of their school and for good relationships

to form between old and new faculty. They needed to help the transfer teachers
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succeed in order to keep the racial balance of their staff within the

guidelines and to stabilize their faculty so that the faculty would

settle down into normal routines instead of worrying about the security

of their position:

Parents were particularly critical of classrooms where there was

a constant turnover of teachers. In one school parents complained to

the press when three different teachers were assigned in succession to

one one class during a three month period. Situations where one teacher

did the teaching, but was replaced by another teacher who assigned grades,

were particularly vulnerable to parent complaint. One principal re-

assigned faculty within the school to prevent the turnover from concen-

,.,

trating in one or two classes. He explained that the original transfer

teacher could not discipline the class at the start of the. year. The

"already unruly" class was then assigned to a new teacher. The principal

stepped in and gave the unruly class to a veteran teacher in the school

who was an excellent disciplinarian. The new teacher got the veteran

`:aacherls already controlled classroom.

During the year there were many signs that the transfers and uncertainty

of positions caused stress among the faculty. 7 In one school, teachers

were observed to form "black tables" and "white tables" in the faculty

lunch area. In another school the principal expressed concern about a

transfer teacher who was too much of a loner. Angry and unwilling to

adjust, this teacher avoided interaction with both black and white faculty

and complaints were beginning to come in from parents concerning her teach-

ing style. At another school a teacher was observed to be constantly

disorganized, ever afraid that he could not make the adjustment. When.



some paperwork was overdue, he commented, "I know this yeir is bad enough,

but I don't want you to think that 1 just didn't do it.'! As the faculties

were aware of unhappy and frustrated fellows, they heard rumors of more

severe Pncidents in other schools: There were stories of assaults by

students, between faculty and with parents. The principals tried to keep

these situations from creating racial camps within their own faculty.

In particular, the transfer teachers complained of the position and relation-
)

ships they had "lost" when they left their previous school. The transfer

teachers who approached their new position with enthusiasm and began to

make a place for themselves in their new assignment often encountered

the resentment of the old faculty who complained that they were being

displaced by the newco ers.

The situation th t both teachers and-prijicipals seemed to fear the

most was that an incident involving a' transfer teacher would blow up

into a confrontation with the community. The following case presents

an example of a situation in a school where there was a history of parent-

school confrontation. Both the principal and, the community were black.

The transfer teacher, a white female, assumed the position willingly

because dropping enrollments at her previouk, school endangered her posi-

tion there. She had taught for several years and was given the highest

performance rating at her previous school.

In January a researcher accompanied the principal to.observe Miss

Madison's fifth grade class. It was the principal's second visit to her

class, and for the second time he noted that Miss Madison's lesson plans

were sketchy. She listed activities, but did not have behavioral objectives

or a means of evaluating student performance. This led to a conference where
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the principal warned *Madison that if her lessons were not tightened up

she was likely to lose classroom control. Madison answered that she had

-discovered\that "these children" have so many family problems that they

have trouble learning. This angered the principal who said that he

wanted good teachers, not social workers. A few weeks later-, at another

conference, the principal carefully inspected the teacher's lesson plans.

Once again, the principaPexplained that Madison's "major role" was to

"deal with academics. and discipline."' He added, "you cheat yourself when

you blame other circumstances for, interfering with your ability to teach

the children." Madison claimed that she "never had these problems before."

She said that she had.a hard time finding out "how this school runs, as

opposed to what I was used to." She had never before had to follow the

Board of Education curriculum. She explained that she was angry with the

Board of Education. She "thought that it was Sjipposed to be all one system,

that things vary greatly from school to school," and she feels like "it's

starting out from year one."

In particular, she mentioned the attitude of parents. She explained

that in her old school, the parents pretty much trusted the school to take

care of school business and to manage the students. Here, on the other

hand, she felt the parents were "breathing down my back." The parents were,

always questioning the teachers about what the teachers are doing. She

said that she likes the fact that she can phone a parent, and that the

parents speak English, but she does not like to be second guessed all of

the time. Also, since she taught,third grade before, she has had to develop=

new materials for the fifth grade. She emphasizes'that it's "like being

a brand new'teacher." The principal concluded this conference by saying
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that Madison's lesson plans had improved, but that she was still not focused

enough in her lass activities and that discipline in her cla ss had td

improve. His biggest complaint was that Madisbn seemed not to face issues

squarely, but to look for other things to blame, "rather than

to doing the job that has to be done."

Several weeks later the principal received a call from a

getting down

Parent

said that while visiting the school she had overheard a student call

who

Miss

Madison a "white bitch" and Madison ignored this.. The mother felt that

the student should have been referred for disciplinary action. She felt

that a teacher should not allow her students to be disrespectful. The

principal told the parent that he was "quite disturbed." He had not been

aware that this was happening, but he would "go right now and

about it." He called Madison to his office and she confirmed

find out

that the

event had occurred.. She said that she had intended to speak with the girl's

parents, rather than speak to the girl about, it The Principal told her

"you refer her to me, do not call the parents. Children in this school do

not call a teacher that. You refer the children

if I have to hear this from parents."

The principal called the girl's parents

to me. It i5 ridiculous

and held a conference with the

girl and her mother that day. The girl admitted the incident and it was

agreed to suspend the girl for five days. The mother said, ',you can suspend

her, and then I will take care of it." Then the Principal as ked Madison

for another conference. He told Madison, "Your classroom is completely

out of control." Madison acknowledged this, but said she was "trying to

deal with it through the parents and the children.'' She claimed to have

talked to the girl/ s parents abbut the swearing situation. The principal
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asked, "Yes, but how are you dealing with it?" He told her that she had

been a highly ranked teacher before, so "Why do you have so much difficulty

here? -What kind of problems did you have in your other school?"

Madison replied, "Well,.the parents did not come to the school all of

the.time there. They didn't speak English, and they left-me alone." The

principal wondered, "How can. I help you?" Madison responded, "Well, you

can help me by letting me know that you are going to support me." The

principal insisted that first she must'be in control of her class. They

agreed that she would visit the classrooms of several superior teachers in

the school so tha't she could get some ideas of how she might establish

better classroom control. Later the principal said, "I've got to change

her if I can, but she has to face things, not get hostile to me." He

feels that Madison does not want to recognize that she is not performing

and has to change in order to do her lob. Madison still does not consider

herself responsible for what has gone wrong. She either blames the children

and their background or she blames the principal for failure to support.

She still has not confronted the fact that there is somethirj she is doing

that is making things go wrong in the classroom.

Support for transferred faculty was extended in many ways by principals.

One principal wrote, notes of appreciat!on in recognition of faculty achieve-

ment. Another broUght new faculty-into all levels of the school organizatiori,

including club sponsorships, coaching assignments and department heads.

Another chastised the PTA for its failure to credit a new faculty in a

community newsletter which praised a new learning disabilities program which

was designed by the new'teacher. Principals also offered advice oncareer

planning for.new faculty. In particular, it was suggested that several

outstanding black faculty consider administrative careers.
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Administrative Problems

The faculty desegregation plan created some administrative problems

for pr(ncipals that were not anticipated by the central administration:

On several occasions principals were asked to provide statistical informa-

tion about their staffs and were unsure whether they should submit data

which included their most recent changes. One principal complained that

a December survey of his staff was "pointless" because one-third of his

teachers would be transferred the first week of January. The officer from

the central administration explained that she had her orders to carry out

and that the census should be taken anyway. She added, "We will give them

the misinformation and let them interpret it."

Because many transferred teachers were assigned to schoOls far from

their homes,: they complained of hardship because of long/commuting hours.

When the winter weather hit, teachers were caught in traffic snarls and

snowstorms. The result was many late and absent teachers. The principals

had to cover these classes, but could seldom get enough substitute teachers

to assign each morning. This resulted in a system wide shortage of sub-

stitute teachers.

The change in faculty composition had impact on the formulas for dis-

tributing extra resources within the system. One principal of a school

serving a black community where one-third of the students qualified for

federal breakfast programs based on family income, complained that he

was losing educational resources. By accepting white teachers with

masters degrees, and thereby higher salaries, he had increased the per

student expenditure of his school. As a consequence, his school no longer

qualified for discretionary funds which were used to fund additional teach-

ing positions. He seriously doubted whether his new staff could make as

much difference to his learning program as additional staff would have made.
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These complications are illustrative of the fallout that the desegre-

gation plan had for the entire school system. Although principals tried

to implement the plan, the unanticipated consequences had the effect of

undermining their confidence in the central administration. The principals

were left to solve these problems on their own. There was little support

or assistance from "downtown." The principals, like the transferred faculty,

had to adjust.


